EPG Business Overview and industries

The Eastern Polymer Group Plc (EPG) is a holding company that invests in its affiliates. EPG emphasize on the investment in world class innovative polymer and plastic product manufacturer business which are:

1. Thermal Insulation business
2. Automotive and Accessories business
3. Plastic and Packaging Business
4. Other supporting Business
5. Research and Development Business
6. Joint Venture

Remark:

EPG holds common shares of Tokai Eastern Rubber (Thailand) Company Limited (TER) for 30% (not including preferred stock), but entitled to voting rights and received 20% of profit sharing. However, The company is entitled to co-management in TER, by which the company has veto right against important agenda of TER as stipulated under TER’s articles which require every important agenda receive approval votes from shareholder’s meeting at least 81.0%.